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What Children Learn 
About Language 
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The problem of Language, like the External World problem, 
is largely invisible in everyday life. While we know abstractly 
that we are hearing a sequence of arbitrary sounds, it feels as 

1 

if thoughts are simply pouring into our minds. Suppose your 
spouse were to come into the room now and say, 'You know, 
that woodwork could use some sanding." .It would take, at 

: most, a second or two for you to understand, that sentence. 
' Yet during that second you would have to do a remarkably 
h - - .  

complex set of calcJations. 
First, you have to break up the continuous stream of sounds 

into separate pieces and iden* each sound accurately. Very 
small differences in sounds can make a big difference in 
meaning; you know means something quite different from you 
go or who knows. Then you have to string the sounds together 
into words. Because the average English speaker knows more 
than seventy-five thousand words, there are a lot 'of possibili- 
ties. Then, assuming you know the words, you have to combine 
them to make a sentence. Just as small differences in sound 
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can make a big difference in meaning, so small differences in 
the arrangement of words can make a big difference in mean- 

, ing; m e  sentence 'You know, could this sand use some wood-: 
working?'"would mean something quite different from your 
partner's remark. (It is one of life's tragedies that 'tfohn loves 
Mary" does not mean the &me thing as "Mary loves John."). 
Then you need to understand all the nuances of meaning 
each word can have. You need to know that the word sandin 
that sentence refers to an action and not the stu£f on the 
beach, And that you know doesn't actually refer to your knowl- 
edge at all. And, finally, you have to figure out something 
about the larger intent of the sentence. Is your partner r b  
proaching you for reading instead of doing household chores? 
Or announcing an intention ta spend the next hour sanding 
the woodwork, so you might want to move to a, less noiw lo- 
cation to 'read? You figure d l  this out instantly and without 
any conscious effort. 

Just as a magic show makes us realize how much we take 
for granted about things, visiting a foreign country makes us 
realize how much we take for granted about words. You greet 
your spouse's comment with effortless understanding, but if 
he were speaking a foreign language, you would fee& b a e d  
incomprehension instead. One of the brilliant aspects of the 
film The Third Man is that the actors who play the inhabit& 
of postw& Vienna actually spe& German, with no translatidns 
or subtitles. When you watch the film, you find yourself ex- 
periencing just the same vertiginous incomprehension as Jo- 
seph Cotten, the innocent American hero. Simply hearing 
what are clearly important sentences spoken in a stcange lan- 
guage rocks our usual -calm &urance that we have some idea 
about what's going on (even without Orson Welles looming 
out from behind bullet-riddled baroque statues in the back- 
ground). It isn't just that you don't know what the words 
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mean; you don't even know what the words, or even the 
sounds, are, or where one sound ends and the next begins. 
Everyone seems to talk so fast. This, of course, is where babies 
start out. In fact, the babies are worse off than Joseph Cotten 
in some ways, because they have no other language in which 
they can express their bafflement. 

The Sound Code 
Learning to understand a language is like cracking a deeply 
encrypted code. We all crack this code effortlessly, at an age 
we can't even remember, and we use it effortlessly as adults. 
But it turns out that the code is far more baffling than any 
spymaster's cryptogram. No computer has been able to figure 
it out. 

When people comment on the scientific impossibilities of 
Star Trek-light speed and warp drive and even holodecks and 
replicators-they rarely mkntion what seems like a small tech- 
nological detail. On Star Trek people talk to the ship's com- 
-puters and the computers understand them (in fact, they even 
talk to the ship's doors). That technology may not be quite as 
distant as warp drive, but it's not close. Today, computer soft- 
ware companies all over the world are trying to create a ma- 
chine that can understand spoken language. Companies and 
governments have spent billions of dollars on speech tech- 
nology over the last fifty years, but no computer in the world 
has solved the Language problem yet. Our bathroom scales 
and elevators can produce a bit of understandable if annoy- 
ingly unnatural speech, but there is no computer that can do 
what every three-year-old can do: understand a conversation. 

To nonscientists-even to the guys investing the billions of 
dollars-it isn't obvious why the problem is so hard. Pat was 
returning home from a conference in 1991, and, conquered by 
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the usual airplane exhaustion, she slumped into her seat next 
to a young &y with a backpack. The young guy turned out to 
be her fellow Seattleite Bill Gates, CEO of Microsoft. Pat spent 
the next four hours answering Bill's questions about why it 
was so difficult for his computers to understand speech. At the 
time, Microsoft and other computer companies were strug- 
gling to liberate computer users from keyboards. What the 
science could tell them was largely why the problem was so 
hard, rather than how to solve i t  

The core of the problem, as in the problem of the External 
World and that of Other Minds, is the mysterious gap between 
the sound waves that actually reach our ears and the sounds 
and words we create in our minds. We can make a sort of 
photograph of a souhd called a spectrogram. The spectrogram 
shows the actual physical properties of the sound waves: how 
loud they are, what pitch they are, and how they change. Just 
as we must translate the twdimensional pattern of light on 
our retinas into the three-dimensional solid objects we per- 
ceive, so we must translate this pattern of sounds into lan- 
guage. The distance from there to here is just as great. 

There are some glaring problems that become obvious as 
soon as you compare the spectrogram with the words we per- 
ceive. First, the sounds of human speech aren't like beads 
stacked next to one another on a string; there are no gaps or 
pauses between the sounds in the spectrogram. Instead, the 
sounds are continuous, and we have to divide them into units. 
Second, all voices are dierent  because our mouths are all 
different sizes and shapes, so even simple sounds (like ah) 
sound different depending on who says them. And when we 
speak more quickly or more slowly, which we do all the time, 
the sound waves change again. Moreover, each time a conso- 
nant sound, such as b or d, is placed in front of a different 
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vowel, the sound changes. The d s  in front of the words d d -  
and deed are so different that a spectrogram of the d in du& 
actually looks more like a g than like the d in deed. 

Finally, and most complicated of all, people speaking dif- 
ferent languages hear sounds totally differently. A sound with 
exactly the same spectrogram will be heard differently by 
someone speaking Japanese and someone speaking English. 
Two physically different sounds (like rand I )  may sound iden- 
tical to a Japanese speaker but completely different to an En- 
glish speaker. It isn't only that you must figure out how to get 
from the sensations to the representations, as you do when 
you translate the two-dimensiond retinal images to a three- 
dimensional world. You also must do that translation differ- 
ently for each different language. 

Three-year-olds have solved all these problems. They can 
recognize a d sound whether it's spoken by Mom or Dad, 
whether it's in deed or dude, whe*er it's quickly whispered or 
slowly sung, and they make just the right discriminations for 
English. Computer systems that can do some speech recogni- 
tion can't match the three-year-old. As we mentioned, most 
English speakers know more than seventy-five thousand words. 
If you limit your speech to the ten digits of telephone num- 
bers, or even to the cities in America, computer speech rec- 
ognition functions well. But real conversations can't happen ' 

using ten words, or even a thousand words. 
One of the biggest problems for computers is segmenting 

speech into separate units for analysis. Early computer pro- 
grams solved this by having speakers separate each word. Peo- 
ple using this voice-recognition technology had to speak very 
slowly, SEPARATING (one-second pause) EACH (one-second 
pause) WORD (one-second pause) WITH (one-second pause) 
A (one-second pause) VERY (one-second pause) ANNOYING 
(one-second pause) ONE- (one-second pause) SECOND (one- 
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second pause) PAUSE. To solve the problem of different 
voices, computers are programmed to recognize only one par- 
ticular voice and then have to be reprogrammed for 
each sepafate user. In the same way, computers are pro- 
grammed to treat the d's in deed and dudc separately, as if each 
were a completely different sound. In 1998 the first continu- 
ous speech recognition software for dictation became availa- 
ble, but it still requires training for each separate user and 
limits your vocabulary. 

So much for the notion of a Star Trek computer that answers 
your every question accurately in a soothing if somewhat chilly 
voice. By the time any current computer could understand 
"Implement evasive maneuver AlphagTheta and fire photon 
torpedoes at Romulan vessel on my mark," the Enterprise 
would be a noncorporeal energy particle pattern. 

Making Meanings 
d l  this complex code breaking is necessary just to figure out 
the words of a language from the sounds you hear. This part 
of understanding language happens so effortlessly and so 
quickly that it's hard even to recognize the problem at first, 
and scientists have only started tackling it quite recently. The 
next part of the process, getting from words to meanings, is 
more obviously difficult. Philosophers have pondered for hil- 
lennia the question of how words can mean things. 

It almost seems as if there is a magic link between the words 
we use and the outside world. Sayfa word and suddenly you 
are in touch with the thing the word refers to, no matter how 
distant or strange. Many cultures and religions explicitly be- 
lieve in word magic; knowing the true name of a thing gives 
you power over it. But when you think about it, our everyday 
language is just as mysteriously powerful. Consider what is hap  
pening as you read this book. By casting your eye over a bunch 

i 
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of arbitrary printed shapes, you are suddenly in contact with 
the minds of three people thousands of miles away from you. 
You visit a laboratory you've never seen and meet children 
who grew up long ago. And as every novel reader or letter 
writer or Internet cruiser knows, words can not only take you 
to other worlds, they can create worlds of their own. You don't 
need abrm&a; once upon a time will do. How can words defy 
all the limits of space and time and possibility in this way? How 
could anyone learn to wield this kind of power? 

Almost two millennia ago Saint Augustine proposed one scl 
lution to the problem, perhaps the most obvious one: as chil- 
dren, we heard our parents say words and point to things, and 
we associated the words with the things. But the more you 
think about it, the less adequate this solution seems. Over the 
centuries other philosophers have demonstrated the difficul- 
ties. Bertrand Russell showed that meanings go beyond just 
the things we point to. How do we learn words like uniconz, 
words that refer to things that don't exist? How do we learn 
all the words-verbs and adjectives and prepositions-that 
don't refer to things at all? Ludwig Wittgenstein raised an- 
other set of questions. How do we learn not just what 'the 
words refer to but what the speaker wants us to do about 
them? After all, even to understand pointing you need to 
know something about the intention of the person who points. 
You have to know that the gesture of extending your index 
finger is a way of picking out an object to be named rather 
than, say, casting a curse or conferring a blessing. The philos- 
opher Willard Quine raised yet another set of questions. How 
do we know that a name refers to the thing someone points 
at rather than to the thing plus a bit of the empty space near 
it or some part of the thing? Computers still can't solve the 
problem of decoding sounds, but they are even further away 
from solving these sorts of problems. 
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The Grammar We Don't Learn in School 

/ In addition to the challenge of decoding sounds and mean- 

/ ings, there is still another set of problems. In the 1960s Noam 
Chomsky raised a whole new set of questions which people 

I hadn't paid much attention.to earlier. How do we combine 

/ words to make new sentences? Almost all of the sentences we 
! hear are brand-new, and yet we have no dimculty figuring 
- them out. Even when we know individual words, arranging 

those words in different ways can lead to different meanings. 
Chomsky's answer to that question created a ,new field, mod- 
ern linguistics, and a new way of thinking of the old idea of 
grammar. 

Traditional grammar, the sort of thing we used to learn in 
school, vacillated between telling you what speakers of a lan- 
guage actually did and saying what speakers ought to do. 
Chomsky argued that knowing a language involved knowing a 
set of unconscious rules, but they weren't like the rules of 
traditional grammar. These rules weren't socially imposed like , 
the rules of traffic codes or Monopoly or the old elementary 
school grammar books. Rather, they were natural, uncon- 
scious rules. They were like the rules we use when we turn 
visual information into representations of objects. They were 
more like the law of gravity than like the law of the land (or 
the law of the English teacher). 

Chomsky's solution to the problem of Language is much 
' . _ " ,  - 

like the modeZsolution to the External World and Other 
m s  ~ r o m a r e  desimed to take in sequences of 

- 
I " 

s z s  and &slate-them into. represe-tions of meanin- 
iust as we are desimed to take in sensory information and 

expressions and translate them into representations of feel- 
i n w a v e  an impXcrt set of rules that allows us to trans- 
4 
form the sequences of sounds we he& into sequences of ideas. 
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We actually know quite a lot about how some parts of this 
system work. For instance, we know a great deal about how'we 
translate the sounds we hear into nieaningful units like words, 
though still not enough to let us program a computer to do 
it. We know something, though less than Chomsky originally 
hoped, about how we combine words to make sentences. 
Other parts of the problem remain deeply mysterious. In par- 
ticular, the problem of how words come to refer to the exter- 
nal world, of how meanings are made, is almost as mystifying 
to contemporary linguists as it was to Saint Augustine. 

We assume that this system was designed by evolution, and 
it is certainly distinctively human. Perhaps the most obvious 
advantage of language is that it lets us communicate and CCF 

ordinate our actions with other people in our group. But lan- 
guage also has other less obvious but equally distinctive 
advantages. The fact that we speak different lan&ages also lets 
us differentiate between ourselves and others; it's as good a 
way as any of knowing who is part of your group and who is 
an outsider (keeping information away from your enemies 
may be almost as important as sharing it with your friends). 
And the development of language is probably linked to the 
development of our equally distinctive ability to learn about 
people and things. It allows us to take advantage of all the 
things that people before us have discovered about the world. 
We can see so much further than other species because we 
stand on the shoulders of our mothers and fathers (who at 
least look like giants to babies). 

Chomsky's solution raises a deeper developmental problem: 
Where does this linguistic system come from? By the time they 
are in kindergarten, children have mastered almost all of the 
complexities of their particular language, with no conscious 
effort or instruction. How do they do it? The broad lines of 
the developmental answer to this question should be familiar 
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by now. Ekibies are b m o w i n g  a great d about_language. 
They also have powerhl learning procedures that allow them - . . . . . . . . . 
'to add 6-i*-~~h-l the 
zetails and. veculiarities of the lanrruage of their own com- 

u u 

muni . ~.inall~,~adults play an especially cruc51 role m i a s -  9 
page  learning. 

The analogy to science works very well when it comes to 
explaining how babies solve the Other Minds problem and 
the External World problem. There really is a world of objects 
and minds out there. Babies make up theories about that 
world, but those thdories can always be revised if new evidence 
comes along. In the case of language, however, the problem 
is rather different. It is not about discovering an independent 
reality but about coordinating what you do with what other 
people do. There isn't any abstract "language" out there that 
is independent of what people say. We could find out (in fact, 
we do find out) that we are all wrong about some important 
aspect of the world or other people. But we couldn't find out 
that we are all speaking English the wrong way; English just is 
the language we speak. So the babies' Language problem is 
not so much the scientist's problem-find out what the world 
is really like-as it is a kind of sociological or even anthro- 
pological problem: find out what the folks around here do 
and learn how to do it yourself. The other folks are crucial. 

The problem is dimcult because different communities 
speak different languages, sometimes quite radically different 
languages. Babies don't know beforehand which language 
they are going to be exposed to. Potentially, they have to be 
able to master any one of thousands of different languages. 
And yet, by the time they are four or five, children have fig- 
ured out precisely which language is spoken in their com- 
munity. 

Grown-ups are both the teachers and the subject matter. 
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a - What they say is the only source of evidence about what the 
E. 

language is like. And for the children the aim of the enterprise 
is not just to find out about the gr"own-ups' language but also 
to make 'that language their own. 

What ~ e w b o r n s  Know 
Ask anyone when children start to learn language. Almost 
everyone Will say that language begins. when babies say their 
first words. But the new techniques for uncovering what babies 
know have led to a surprising discovery. Babies know-impor- 
tant things about languaeterally fromhrth,e time th& arc 
born, and they learn a great deal about language before they 
$ver say a word. Most of what they learn .at that early age 
involves the - so=d-+stim bf language. We decode the sound , 

cryptogram, and solve many of theproblems that still baffle 
computers, before we can actually talk at all. 

We mentioned that part of what makes learning language 
difficult is that languages carve up sounds and different lan- 
guages carve them up differently. A wide variety of different 
sounds, with very different spectrograms, will all seem like the 
same sound to us, and, in turn, that sound will seem sharply 
different from other sounds that are actually quite similar to 
it physically. Suppose you use a speech synthesizer to gradually 
and continuously change one particular feature of a sound, 
such as the consonant sound r, and play that gradually chang- 
ing sound for people. You very gradually and continuously 
change the r sound to I. What is actually coming into the 
list~ners' ears is a sequence of sounds, each of which is just 
slightly different from the last. But what they perceive is some- 
one saying the same sound, r, over and over, and then 
suddenly switching to a new sound, I, over and over. The lis- 
teners have divided up the continuous signal into two sharply 
defined categories: either it's an r or an I, not anything in 
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between. They can't distinguish between all the different r's, 
even though the sounds themselves are quite different. Sci- 
entists call this.categorical perception, because a continuously 
changing. set of &unds is percei;ed categorically as being ei- 
ther black or white, r or I, with nothing &I between. 

The way we categorically perceive speech is unique to each 
language. In English we make a sharp categorical distinction 
between r and I sounds. Japanese speakers don't. In fact, Jap  ; 
anese speakers can't hear the distinction between American r' 
and I, even when they are listening very hard. (Hence all the 
dubious jokes about Japanese speakers ordering what sounds 
like "flied lice" instead of "fried rice.") Pat was in Japan to 
test Japanese adults and their babies on the ~l distinction. She 
had carefully carried the computer disk with the rand I sounds 
to Japan, and when she arrived in the laboratory in Tokyo, 
she played them on an expensive Yamaha loudspeaker. She 
thought that such clearly produced sounds would surely be 
distinguished by her Japanese colleagues, who were quite 
good English speakers as well as being professional speech 
scientists. As @e words r&, rak, ruke began to play out of the 
loudspeaker, Pat was relieved to know that the disk worked 
and the sound was perfect. Then the train of words changed 
to an equally clear lak, &, lake, and Pat and her American 
assistant smiled, looking expectantly at her Japaneset ,col- 
leagues. They were still anxiously straining t~ hear when the 
sound would change. The shift from r& to lake had com- 
pletely passed them by. Pat tried it over and over again, to no 
avail. 

This happens to all of us, of caurse, as we try to hear dis- 
tinctions that are used in languages that are not our own. Say 
we use the speech synthesizer again to change the sound b 
gradually and continuously to p, and we test speakers of many 
languages on these sounds. Americans will hear two sharp cat- 
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egories, b and p. Spanish and French speakers htening to 
these sape sounds hear two categories4&o but divide the con- 
tinrueus stream of sounds in a different place than the Amer- 
icans do. What sounds liae b to a Spanish speaker will sound 
iik p to an English speaker- Thai speakers hear three cate- 
gories, In each case listeners hear sharp changes--quantum 

- 

leaps-between categories, with no in-between. But the 
speakers of Spanish, French, and Thai hear those qumtum 
leaps at different places. And we English speakers don't even 
notice the categon'cal shifts Spanish or French or Thai speak- 
ers hear, just. as the Japanese speakers didn't notice the 
change from r& to &. It's as if the speakers of each lan- 
guage have a very different way of transforming the actual 
sound waves that come into their ears into a set of language 
sounds. 

Why do the speakers of different languages hear and pro- 
duce sounds so differently? Ears and mouths are the same the 
world over. What differs is our brains. Exposure to a particular 

PI"- - 
language has altered our brains and shaped our minds, s-t 
L 

we perceive sounds differ*. This in turn leads speakers of 
& 

different languages to pro ds &iffemntlE m e n  and 
- - 

how do babies start to do this? Do they start out listening like 
a computer, with no categodcal distinctions? Or do they start 
out with the categorical distinctions of one particular lan- 
guage, say English or Japanese or Russian? 

We can't &k babies directly whether they think two sounds 
are the same or different, but we can still find out  Very young 
babies can tell what they hear by sucking on a s p e d  n ip~ le  , 

connected to a computer. Instead of producing milk, sucking 
on this special device produces sounds from a loudspeaker, 
one sound for each hard suck. Babies love the sounds almost 
as much as they love milk: they may suck up to eighty times a 
minute to keep the sounds turned on. Eventually, though, 
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- they slow down; they get bored hearing the same thing over 
and over again. When the sound is changed, however, infants 
immediately perk up and suck very fast again to hear the new 
sound. That charige in their sucking shows that they can hear 
a difference between the new soupd and the sound they heard 
before. Using this technique we can do the same r and I ex- 
periment we just described with adults. We can use a speech 
synthesizer to present the babies with a slowly qnd continu- 
ously changing consonant sound. Then we can test the babies 
to see which sounds they think are the same and which sounds 
they think are different. 

Scientists anticipated that these tests would show that very 
young babies initially can't hear the subtle differences be- 
tween speech sounds and only slowly learn to distinguish those 
that are important in their particular language, such as rand 
I in English. In fact, the results were just the reverse. In the 
very first tests of American infants listening to English, babies 
one month old discriminated every English sound contrast we 
threw at them. Moreover, the babies demonstrated the cate- - .  - 
gorical perception phenomenon. They,thought all the r's were - 
the same and different from all the Z's, just as adult English 
speakers do. 

. ,But then shortly afterward speech scientists discovered 
something even more remarkable. Kikuyu babies in Africa and 
Spanish babies in Mexico were also excellent at discriminating 
Americap English sounds as well as the sounds of Kikuyu and 
Spanish, and American babies were just as good at discrimi- 
nating Spanish sounds-much better than American adults. 
The sophisticated Japanese scientists who strained to hear the 
difference between rake and lake would not have had any trou- 
ble doing so when they were forty or fifty years younger. V_ejy 

young babies discriminated the sounds not only of their bwn 
language but of every language, including languages they had 

-/ 
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never heard. Infants were as good at listening to American 
P 

English as they were at listening to African Kikuyu, Russian, 
French, or Chinese regardless of the country they were raised 
in. Pat also discovered that babies, unlike compu-ters, make 
7 these dstlnchons no matter who is talking-a man or a 

L 

woman, a person with a high squeaky voice or one with a deep 
/ - 

resonant voice. 
Z - 

So babies start out knowing much more about language 
than we would ever have thought. Newborn babies already go 
well beyond the actual physical sounds they hear, dividing 
them into more abstract categories. And they can make all the 
distinctions that are used in all the world's languages. Babies 

- - 
are "citizens of the world." Perhaps we grown-up scientists 
failed to predict this because our skills are so much more lim- , 
ited. Our citizen-of-the-world babies clearly outperform their 
culture-bound parents. 

Taking Care of the Sounds: Becoming a 
Language-SpeciJic Listener 
Providing the answer to one puzzle creates another. If babies 
are born listening like universal linguists, how do they grow 
up to be culture-bound language specialists? Japanese babies 
learn English if they're raised in America and Japanese, if 
they're raised in Japan. When does a Japanese baby learn that 
in her language it doesn't matter whether she produces r or 
I because the adults in her culture can't hear the difference 
anyway and it won't change the meaning of the word in J a p  
anese? When does the American baby learn that the differ- 
ence between the two Spanish b's doesn't matter in English? 
Most scientists thought at first that babies would appreciate 
these language-specific distinctions only after they had already 
learned quite a lot of meaningful language. 

To answer this question we needed a way to test babies once 
, 
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they had listened to their particular language for a while. After . 

four months or so, many babies are much less likely to suck 
to turn on computer sounds, so that technique doesn't work 
as well. But another test works very well with six- to twelve- 
montb-olds. The babies sit on a parent's lap. On their right a 
person keeps their interest by slowly manipulating toys-dan- 
gling a plastic spider, turning a toy horse upside down, and 
doing other visually interesting things. On the babies' left 
there is.a loudspeaker with a black box on top of it. A sound 

; repeats out of the loudspeaker, something like 00, 00, 00. Every 
once in a while the sound is changed to ee, ee, ee. When babies 
hear the sound change, they tend to get distracted from the 
interesting person and look over toward the loudspeaker. 
When they do, the black box on top of 'the loudspeaker lights 
up. Inside the b x  a bear dances or a monkey pounds a drum, 
delighting the babies. Then the display goes off and the babies 
turn back to the interesting person on their right. Soon the 
babies figure out that if they turn their heads toward the loud- 
speaker when the sound changes, they'll see something inter- * 

esting. Whether they turn their heads or not tells us whether 
they heard the sound change or not. 

When Pat went to Japan to test'adults on the American r 
and 1 sounds, she also tested babies. Japanese a i d  American 
seven-month-olds discriminated r from I equally well. Buttjust 
three months later, the two groups of infants were as different 
as night and day. At ten months, Japanese infants could no 
longer hear the change from r to I. American infants not only 
could do so but had actually gotten much bettet at making 
this distinction. A previous study of babies being raised in 
English-speaking homes had similar results. That study showed , 
that at six months Canadian babies could discriminate Hindi 
speech sounds that (Canadian adults can't distinguish. But by 
twelve months the Canadian babies could no longer do so. 
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f age, babies' speech cat* 
mble those of the adults in their culture. 

Pat conducted some even more complicated experiments with 
Swedish babies using simple vowels to see how early they start 
organizing the sounds of their language in an adultlike way. 

- - 
She showed that at six months the process'has already begun. 

. - 
The six- to twelve-month time span appears to be the cnbcnl . . 
time for sound organization. 

I 

What might be hsng to the babies between six and 
twelve months? One way of thinkng about it is in terms o f ,  
what Pat calls prototypical sounds. After listening ta many r 
sounds in English, for example, babies develop an abstract 
representation of r-a prototypical r-that k stored in mem- 
ory. When we want to identifjr a new sound, we seem to do it 
by unconsciously comparing the new sound to all of the pro- 
totypes stored for our language and picking the one that's the 
best overall fit Once we've unconscic&ly done this, we distort 
the way we hear a sound to make it more like the prototype 
stared in memory than like the sound that actually hits our 
ears. 

It's similar to what happens when you show people a draw- 
ing of something they've seen very'often, a house, for exam- 
ple, and then ask them to copy it fiom memory. If the house 
you show them doesn't have a chimney, many people will add 
one to their drawing anyway, even though it wasn't in the 
original drawing they saw. Once. they coded the picture as a 
house, they distorted their memory of it to make it more like 
what they think of as the prototypical house. We can do com- 
plicated analyses to show just what the prototypes of our 
speech sounds are and just how we distort what we' hear ,to 
suit them. Our language prototypes "filter" sound uniquely 

t 
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: for our language, making us unable to hear some of the dis- 
tinctions of other languages. Pat's tests suggest that babies' 
language protowes begin to be formed between six and 
twelve months of age. 

It isn't just that younger: babies have a skill they lose later 
on. Rather, the whole structure of the way babies organize 

. sounds changes in the first few months of life. Before t h w  - 

a vear old, babies have- the chaotic world . '  , - _-,/ ----____. . - .  - .  
of sound into a complicated but coherent structure that 
I / 

-anguqe. w-at 
m e s  learned words first and that words helped them sort 
out which sounds were critical to their language. But this re- 
, & - c h  tu&ed the argument'around. Babies master the sounds 
oftheir-lanpuage - first, and that mm&es the words easier to 
learn. - 

When babies are around a year old, they move from sounds 
to words. Words are embedded in the constant stream of 
sounds we hear, and it is actually diacult to find them. One 
problem computerJ haven't yet solved is how to identify the 
items that are words ivithout knowing ahead of time what they 
are. Try to find the words in a string of letters like thermbw 
fwkbtkftenchips. The string contains many different words: 
The red m a te&& o@ chips or There, Don ate o W k ~ o f  ta 
chips A d  so o?. Of course, in written language there are b r -  
mally spaces between words. But in spoken language there 
aren't actually any pauses between words. That's why foreign 
speech sounds so fast and continuous, and that makes the 
Language problem very hard for computers to solve. 

Babies _- seem to learn some general rules about the words in 
their particular language bef~re they learn the words them- 
s&. By nine m o n k  for example, they've learned that En- - 
g-qtains words that have a certain emphasis ---head pattern: 
words with a first-syllable stress pattern, like BASEbd or 
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POPcorn, are more common than the reverse (a word like 
surPRI55'). In some other languages it's the other way around: 
first syllables are stressed less often than last syllables. By nine 
months babies have all this sorted out. American babies prefer 
to listen to words with the American pattern, while babies 
from other countries prefer to listen to words typical of their 
own languages, even though the babies at this age don't un- 
derstand the meanings of these words. 

After babies learn which sounds are possible in their lan- 
guage, they learn which sound combinations are possible. In 
English, for instance, the sound combination zb is not possible. 
No English word contains this combination. In Polish, how- 
ever, this combination is possible. (Zbigniew Brzezinski, Pres- 
ident Carter's national security adviser, could never have 
become president because, for one thing, hardly any Ameri- 
cans could pronounce his name.) By nine months babies show 
a preference for listening to sound combinations that are pos- 
sible in their language, even if the sound combinations don't 
form real words in the language but are only potential words. 
American nine-month-olds already have trouble with words 
like Zbignim, while Polish nine-month-olds would think it's no 
problem. Knowing which words are possible in your language 
helps you begin to divide the continuous stream of speech into 
words, even if you don't know what those words mean. If you 
are American, you can already eliminate the strings that have 
zb in them or that have the wrong stress pattern. 

The Tower of Babble 
So babies are learning about speech a long time before they 
begin to talk. But, of course, what parents notice most is what 
babies actually say. Whether babies are born in Paris, Zim- 
babwe, Berlin, or Moscow, they start to coo when they're about 
three months old. They make delightful little oohh and aahh 
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sounds when a parent is face-tmface with them, talking and 
smiling. Babies seem to grasp intuitively that humans take 
turns in this kind of exchange. Thev coo, we goo, and thus 
we have our first conversations with our children. Babies al- 
ready know something about how dialogue - warks. - 

-. A short time later, at about seven or eight months, babies 
begin -. -- to babble. They _I_--. start producing strings of consonst- 
vowel syllables, dadacaada or babababa. Babies across cultures 
babble at first in an identical way, producing consonant-vowel 
combinations using sounds like b, d, m, and g with the vowel 
dh. Pat and Andy vividly remember when their daughter, Kath- 
erine, started to babble. As a speech scientist Pat had waited 
for months for the moment babbling began. She'd even set 
up a recorder hoping to catch it on tape. One morning Pat 
took Kate out for a walk in the stroller and stopped at the 
local Starbucks for a latte (it's Seattle, after all). Kate was . 
happily cooing and gurgling at the line of customers as 
Pat ordered, when suddenly a "Babababa" rang out. Pat froze 
and waited to hear it again, asking the cashier and other Star- 
bucks habitues to listen for confirmation. With the customers 
poised on the edge of their seats, Kate blissfully went on, 
"Babababa." She babbled right on time, like clockwork, like 
all babies around the world. 

Once babies reach the babbling milestone, the universal 
phase of language production ends. Babies from different cul- 
tures, learning different languages, start to make the distinc- 
tive noises of their own community sometime between a year 

1 and a year and a half. The Chinese baby starts to babble ----- in a 

-2--th>t~unds Chinese. She uses very rapid pit&anges . - 
just like adult ~ h i G e a k e r s .  Swedish babies babble in a L p 
way that sounds distinctly Swedish, using the rising intonation 
patterns Wical of adult speakers of Swedish. (They sound a 

F 
bit like the Swedish chef on The MuPpet Show.) 

E. 
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The First Words 
So far we've talked about how children come to understand 
the system of sounds of the language they hear. This appar- 
ently simple problem turns out to be extremely complicated. 
Babies are hard at work on it throughout infancy. But we 
haven't even started in on what most of us think of as the 
central problem of language: learning what words mean. 

Remember that Augustine thought there was a simple an- 
swer to this problem: children saw things and heard their par- 
ents name the things and then associated the things with the 
names. That idea has a strong intuitive appeal. If you ask the 
average parent, or for that matter the average psychologist, 
when babies begin to talk, they will tell you about when they 
use their first names. Usually, parental egocentricity being 
what it is, the parents report "Mama" and "Dada." It turns 
out, in fact, that across a variety of very ditferent languages 
the "baby words" for mother and father are very similar; 
"Mama" and "Dada" are joined by "Mati" and "Tata." They 
are also, of course, precisely the sounds that babies are very 
likely to produce spontaneously when they babble. So it's not 
entirely clear whether babies say "Mama" and "Dada" be- 
cause that's what their beloved parents call themselves, or 
whether parents call themselves Mama and Dada because 
that's what the babies say anyway. 

While philosophers, psychologists, and parents were so sure 
they knew how babies started to speak, no one consulted the 
babies themselves until around the 1970s. With the advent of 
videotape you could actually watch what children said and 
when they said it. The results were surprising. Babies did say 
"Mama" and "Dada" (parents weren't utterly selfdeluded) , 
and also "juice" and "ball" and "doggie." But they said many 
other things that grown-ups didn't notice. Perhaps parents 
didn't notice because the words children used were so pecu- 
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liar. Babies consistently said Wigs like "gone," "there," "uh- 
oh," "more," and "what's that?" among their very first words. 
Why these rather odd words? And what did they mean to the 
babies? . 

Alison set out to find out. She had come to Oxford to study 
philosophy. But she was interested in how language begins, so 
she spent many hours each week watching babies in the big, 
drafty rooms of North Oxford villas. The grand houses have 
been divided into apartments, but they still have some of the 
same atmosphere they had when Lewis Carroll told stories 
about Wonderland to Dean Liddell's daughters. Oxford is still 
gray and wet and dim and full of elegant, chilly buildings and d 
faces. There is still nowhere more elegant and more chilly 
than Logic Lane, where the philosophy classes are held. And 
yet Oxford also still has lamplit rooms full of luminously red- 

. 

headed toddlers gathered around tables of-cream cakes and 
milky tea, and little courtyard gardens with iron gates where 
pink-cheeked three-year-olds play ball. The children had 
much the same effect on Alison, a young American woman 
philosopher, that they had had on Lewis Carroll, the elderly 
bachelor logician, a hundred years earlier. They were a bright 
glimpse of clarity and warmth compared with the vaguely 
threatening and deeply eccentric creatures of Logic Lane. 
And yet, at the same time, the private children's world had its 
own mystery and strangeness, even if the strangeness often 

' seemed more sensible than the accepted craziness of the world 
outside. 

For while the babies' language was superficially simpler than 
the convoluted paragraphs of Logic Lane, it was, in its own 
way, just as peculiar. Almost always your first guess at what a 
word meant would turn out to be wrong. For example, gone 
was one of the most common words these babies used. When 
parents notice this at all, they assume that it has something to 
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do with finishing up food. But, in fact, the babies rarely used 
the word this way. In one taped hour Henry, a particularly 
cherubic eighteen-month-old, said "gone" turning over a 
small piece of wax paper with a bit of brown sugar attached 
to. it so that the sugar became invisible (seven times in a row), 
turning the page of a picture book so that each biby animal 
was no longer in sight, hiding a ring under the edge of Ali- 
son's skirt (twelve times in a row), putting a block inside a toy 
mailbox (seven times in a row), and plaintively searching for 
Mum, who had gone to a neighbor's ("Mummy gone!"- 
think Jackie Coogan in T h  Kid). 

It turned out that gone didn't have much to do with food at 
all, or with the way grown-ups use p. Instead, Henry, and 
the other babies Alisdn studied, used gone to describe the 
many and varied ways that objects disappear from view. They 
commented on the fact that they couldn't see something they 
knew was still out there somewhere. 

Alison discovered. that there were a number of other words 
that seemed to work the same way as gone. For instance, babies 
often use a word to indicate whether they succeed or fail in 
doing something. American babies use there! to note their suc- 
cesses and uh-oh to describe failures, while the babies in the 
Oxford villas used the more genteel oh dear (although one 
British baby did briefly but memorably say oh bugger). Most 
parents don't really think of uh-oh as a word at all, let alone 
an important word. But it is consistently one of the very first 
words that American and English babies use. As we found out 
later, Korean and French babies also have their own special 
words to talk about when they succeed and fail (Frenah one- 
year-olds who manage to build a rather shaky tower of blocks 
produce a 'splendidly Gallic voiki!) 

Even the children's early names turn out to be more com- 
plicated than Augustine, or parents, might think. A father's 

delight at hearing the baby say his name may fade a bit as the 
baby hails the dad's best friend with the same jubilant 
"Dada!" And the mailman. And the TV repairman. It's a 
slight comfort perhaps to see that the family pet suffers from 
the same fate: any animal from an anteater to a zebra is a 
"doggie." One linguist reported that her daughter used moon 
to talk about the actual moon, but also lamps, oranges, and 
crescent-shaped fingernail parings. Just as the babies extend 
uh-oh or gone to new situations, they also extend their early 
names. They are trying to make sense of the language they 
hear by applying it to concepts that seem important to them. 
They use words in a way that makes sense to them, even if 
grown-ups don't use the words that way. 

Initially children use just a few names, mostly for familiar 
things and people. But when they are still just beginning to 
talk, many babies will suddenly start naming everything and 
asking for the names of everything they see. In fact, what'sat? 
is itself often one of the earliest words. An eighteen-month- 
old baby will go into a triumphant frenzy of pointing and nam- 
ing: "What'sat! Dog! What'sat! Clock! What'sat juice, spoon, 
orange, high chair, clock! Clock! Clock!" Often this is the 
point at which even fondly attentive parents lose track of how 
many new words the baby has learned. It's as if the baby dis- 
covers that everything has a name, and this discovery triggers 
a kind of naming explosion. 

It turns out you can show experimentally that babies at this 
stage have a new approach to learning words. You can give a 
baby just one example of a new nonsense word naming a new 
kind of thing ("Look, a dax!" you say, pointing to an auto- 
matic apple corer), and it will become a permanent part of 
the baby's vocabulary. Weeks or even months later, he'll cor- 
rectly idenufy the "dax." Just one salient instance and babies 

&. will internalize a word forever (sometimes, of course, with 
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rather embarrassing consequences). The process is called fast 
~ a p p i n g .  The babies seem to assume at once that the new 

name they hear names the new object they've just seen. Babies 
start to fast-map at about the time they have their naming 
explosion. 

Language is as much invented as learned. Babies don't sirn- - 
ply soak up associations between names and things or mimic 
adults' use of words. Instead, they actively restructure lan- 
guage to suit their own purposes. If they need a word for 
disappearance or failure, they'll happily press all grme or uh-oh 
or even oh bugger into service. If they need a kord for all ani- 
mals, they'll make doggie fit the bill. 

If you can make some assumptions about what people are 
trying to say, that also gives you a substantial leg up in decod- 
ing their language. Eaeriments show that children know 
something about other peog&'sintentions and use that knowl- 

e-t words mean. These experiments 
also show that Augustine was wrong in another way. 

If Augustine were right, what would happen if children just 
happened to be looking at an apple when Dad said, "Where 
are the pears?" They ought to be stymied. They should mis- 
takenly think that pears means apple. However, even toddlers 
don't make this kind of mistake. Suppose you get an eighteen- 
month-old to look at one new object, for example, a potato 
masher, while his mother is looking at another object, say a 
bulb baster. The mother says, "Oh, look, a dax!" Then you 
put both objects in front of the baby and ask, "Show me the 
dax." The baby, it turns out, assumes that dax means the bulb 
baster, the thing his mother was looking at, rather than the 
potato masher he was looking at when he heard the word. 

You can set up ever more complicated situations like this 
one. S u e e  the toddler and the experimenter sit at a table - - 
full of toys - andxe - -  experimenter picks up e a c z n d - l o o k s  

_------ ---- 
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at it. Then the experimenter leaves the room, and while _ he's 
a&ay another person brings a new toy into the room and leaves --- -- 
it on the table.' Now the experimenter returns and cries out, 
"Oh, look, a dax!" The child assumes that the new object is 
the dax. Of course, that's what we would assume, too. But - 
when you think about it, that assumption requires a lot of 
sophisticated knowledge about the other person and about 
communication. +The baby seems to know that people talk 
about things that are new to them, rather thanthings that are 

s ~ n d  - once again Augustines theory that, children 
learn language by associating a name and a thing turns out to 
be wrong. In this case the child is looking at many different 
things when she hears the name, but she connects the name 
to the thing that is new to the other person. 

Putting It Together 
Putting words together to make new sentences and more com- 
plex meanings is another central part of language. Before they 
are three, children are working out this part of the language 
problem as well. Many English-speaking children go .through 
a stage where they start putting words into two-word combi- 
nations, like poor Henry's plaintive "Mummy gone!" Two in- 
teresting observations suggest that even these very young 
children already have some idea of grammar. First, they seem 
to recognize that only some word orders are possible in their 
language. They say "Mommy gone" but not "gone Mommy"; 
"more cookie" but not "cookie more." Second, they already 
use different word orders to express different meanings. "Kiss 
Teddy" means Mommy should kiss the teddy bear, while 
"Teddy kiss" means the teddy bear is going to kiss Mommy 
(undoubtedly assisted by the speaker). These very simple twe  

word sentences already follow certain rules, even though a 
meyear-old would never have heard these sentences from any- 
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one else. Just as babies invent meanings, they also invent 
grammatical rules. 

As most English-speaking babies grow older, they start to 
produce longer and more complicated sentences, but those 
sentences still sound very different from the sentences of the 
adult language. We all recognize that t w e  and three-year-olds 
have a kind of distinctive "cookie monster" talk (that, of 
course, is precisely why Sesame Street's Cookie Monster talks 
that way). What may be less obvious is that "cookie mon- 
sterese" is very systematic. Young children systematically leave 
out word endings, such as the plural s or the past tense ed, 
and they omit "grammatical" words such as the or o j  Even if 
you try to get a toddler to repeat a grown-up sentence word 
for word, what comes out will be very different. "I don't want 
the broccoli, I want the cookies" becomes "No want bwocwi, 
want cookie!" The children have largely made up their own 
language with its own rules and grammar, just as they decide 
themselves what the words they use will mean. But the impor- 
tant thing is that they are rules and it is grammar. 
' Some children, though, especially younger siblings, take 
quite a different route toward grammar. Rather than starting 
out with a bunch of individual words and gradually combining 
them into more complex sentences, these babies seem to take 
the opposite approach. They seem to get hold of whole sen- 
tences and then take them apart into separate words. They 
start out by grasping the intonation patterns of whole adult 
sentences, and they babble in a way that mimics those into- 
nation patterns. Often it sounds as if they're quite fluent in a 
language their parents just don't happen to know, like Klin- 
gon or Vulcan. Sometimes startled parents will suddenly hear 
a whole sentence of English emerge-"I-want-somecookies 
please7'-or will hear a few recognizable English words em- 
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dded in the Klingon sentence. Eventually and grad* 
into .English sentences. 

addition t.6 learning verb and noun endings, babies 
have to leak the'details of how those verb and noun endings . 

; are used. It isn't as straightforward as just adding s to a word 
. to indicate a plural. How about boxes (with an iz sound) and 

rods (with a z sound)? And let's not even think about woneen 
.and children and she@. 

Children learn, and create, systematic rules for dealing with 
the& variations. One of the very first experimental studies of 
language development diemon~trated this. You can show a tod- 
dler a picture of an imaginary creature and say, "This is a 
wug." Now you show him a picture of two of the imaginary 

' 

creatures and say, "There are two of them, what are they?" 
By four or five, though not earlier, children will happily say, 

Looking at the children's mistakes, paradoxically, also shows 
they are learning in an intelligent way. Preschoolers often use 
invented words like vmns and childs (Alison's sister referred 
to her large f d l y  by saying, "All of we's is childs.") In fact, 
children often begin by getting some of these words right-a 
two-year-old may say "children," much to the pleasure and 
pride of grown-ups, and only later produce the invented form 
chi&. The "mis.@ke" a c W y  shows, though, that the toddler 

i 
has learned the more general rule for making plurals. 

Children learning different languages even more rad- 

ically in the ways they approach  mar. We've seen that very 
young infants are already sensitive to the particular sounds of 
their particular language. In the same way, even very young 
toddlers seem to be sensitive to the parti~ul& grammar of 
their particular language. 

We just mentioned that English "cookie monsterese" leaves 
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out noun and verb endings like plurals and past tenses. In 
fact, English doesn't use those endings very much compared 
with other languages. Any English speaker who's tried to learn 
French, Russian, Spanish, Latin, or 'practically any other lan- 
guage for that matter will remember the countless conjuga- 
tions and declensions with fear and loathing. (Of course, 
speakers of other languages find English prepositions and ar- 

ticles equally baffling and repulsive.) Children who are learn- 
ing other languages pick up and use noun and verb endings 
much earlier than English-speaking children. Korean-speaking 
children, for instance, not only use many more early verbs 
than English speakers, they also use verb endings correctly 
even when they are using only single words. French-speaking 
children seem to have almost no trouble picking up the system 
of grammatical gender, a feat that will seem absolutely aston- 

. ishing to anyone who has tried to learn French. 

How Do   hey Do It? 
How do children manage to do it? There is clearly some ge- 
netic foundation that enables human beings to acquire lan- 
guage. That fact has been the focus of much attention in 
linguistics. But children must also have powerful. learning 
mechanisms, particularly in order to learn the specific prop 
erties of their own language. Moreover, grown-ups seem de- . 
signed to help babies learn. 

Word-Blindness: Dyslexia and Dysphasia 
Just as there are genetic disorders that make it difficult to 
understand the mind and the world, there are genetic disor- 
ders that make language difficult. And once again, these tragic 
examples demonstrate that we have an innate endowment that 
lets us understand and speak. 

While all normally developing children effortlessly perform 
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minor -miracles with sound, not all children can do this. There 
are children who hear perfectly well and who are perfectly 
intelligent but who still have a hard time with language. We . 
don? knck exactly what causes these language disorders, but 
we do know that the disorders run in families, which points 

, to genetic factors. 
Often, lanuage problems become evident only when chil- 

dren start to learn to read and write. Children who are having 
trouble with the sound system of the language may be able to 
compensate enough to understand everyday speech. After all, 
in eveiyday communication there are lots of cues about what 
someone is trying to say, including tone, inflection, fadal ex- 
pression, and context. But in order to read and write, you have 
to translate the system 'of language sounds directly into a sys- 
tem of written letters. If you don't already ha& a secure mas- 
tery of the sound system, this can be a very tough job. Many 
dyslexic children, children who have trouble reading and writ- 
ing, also turn out to have trouble with sounds as well . .  as with 
written lettkrs. They can't hear the simple distinctions between 
r and I or b and p that most of us could hear at birth. It can 
be helpful to such children to artificially make the basic 
sounds of language more distinct. For example, you can use 

. computer programs that alter speech to exaggerate the sound 

; distinctions. Some recent studies suggest that listening too'this 
' kind of altered speech improves dyslexic children's reading 

and writing. 
Some children seem to have genetically determined diffi- 

culties with other aspects of language. We've seen how .nor- 
mally developing children must master the system of word 
endings such as ing and ed. Some people never master this 
system at all. They may eventually learnword endings but only 
painfully and one at a time. If you ask them the wugs question 
("This is a wug, what are two of them called?"), they fail hope- 
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lessly. Their reaction to such linguistic problems is much like ditferent people, some of whom may have sore throats Or 

the autistic child's reaction to questions about emotion. ~f~~~ colds, speak a baby, the baby doesn't actually attend to the 
ask them to name a picture of two cats, they may say some- distorted sounds thej make but "smooh them over" and 
thing like, "I know that. . . s. . . s.  . . more than one is s. cat hears what.they meant to say. Babies act as though they heard 
[pausel s." The rest of us would say "cats" without even think- the protowe. Babies get. the speech PrototYPes from the 
ing about it- In some of these cases we not only know there is add& ,they hear around them, but then they tUm around and 
a family history of these disorders, we can actually trace the . use the prototypes to decode what the adults saying* even 

site of the defective genes. when they don't speak clearly. 
so foming prototypes has great benefit;. The d ~ d d e  is 

Learning Sounds that these same prototypes prevent the babies from perceiving 
No matter how rich the genetic basis for language is, babies what a foreip-language speaker is saying. The babies now 
still have to disentangle all the particularities ofJapanese or hear sounds through the filter of the native-language proto- 
English or whatever language they are learning. Children types. And now the babies' own n 0 k  s M  sound like the 

clearly must have some powerful abilities to abstract patterns sounds of their particular language. By six to twelve months 
and discover regularities in the language around them. We of age, the baby is no longer a citizen of the world but a , 

know less about these learning mechanisms than about what culture-bound language specialist, like YOU and me. 
children learn when. But we have some ideas. TO use our earlier example of the picture of the horn, 

Babies growing up in different language environments will many Americans think the prototypical house has a chimney 
hear very different sounds in the speech around them. pat because that's been true of most of the houses they've seen. 
estimates that. by six months of age, the average American Once they form this prototype, it influences the very way they 
baby has heard hundreds of thousands of instances of the remember chimneyless houses. Presumably people growing UP 
vowel ee (as in the words baby, daddy, mommommy, cookie). o n  the ' in a place where very few houses have chimneys, such as equa- 
other hand, that same child will have heard hardly any ex- torial &ca, would not make the chimney part of their pro- 
am~les of the nasal sound at the end of the French word nm. towe. b d  Americans might also have a harder time than a 
We think that babies abstract the prototypical ee sound from native African at discriminating and remembering Afkican 
all these examples. They unconsciously figure out what the 
ideal ee should be like. There are other mec%anisms at work in learning the sound 

Abstracting these mental prototypes has an enormous system of a language. We mentioned that by the time they're 
impact both Qn how babies hear speech and on the way they a year and a half, babies raised in Chinese homes sound Chi- 
coo and babble. The babies unconsciously compare other in- nese and those raised in Swedish homes sound Swedish. We 
coming sounds to the protowes. If the sound they hear is saw that that depends on their understanding how the sounds 
anyhing close to the prototype, they simply ignore the differ- of their language work. But it also depends on being able'to 
aces  and assume it was the prototypical sound. So when imitate and produce thbse sounds. 
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Imitating a sound is a lot more complicated than it seems, They can't make perfect eds, but they already have an idea of 

however. If you just hear a sound, you don't know what to do what to do with their mouths to make a sound that resembles 

with your mouth to produce it yourself. m e n  we hear a Swed- ee. They have learned that ee is produced when people *se 

ish vowel sound like eu, we don't really know what to do to their tongue and'retract their lips. Just hearing a grown-up 

make i t  Should I raise my tongue or lower it? should I pucker produce the sound motivates babies to @y to produce it them- 

my lips or not? TO make it, you raise your tongue as if to 
produce English ee but pucker your lips as if to produce En- Remember also that in the last chapter We saw that babies 

glish 00 and there you have Swedish eu. But if we didn't tell at the same age do something akin to lipreading. They prefer 

You how to do it, and if you don't speak Swedish or French to look at the face of a person mouthing a vowel that matches 

or one of the other languages that use that sound, you would one they are listening to, rather than at a face mouthing a 

be clueless. HOW do babies link the sounds they hear others differelit vowel that doesn't match. This is another sign that 

to'the movements they must make to produce those they are linking up the sounds they hear with the mouth 

same sounds? movementr, that make those sounds. This combination of ab- 

One idea is that when babies are cooing and babbling, they stracting prototypes, playing with sounds, and imitating 

aren't just exercising their vocal cords and moving their sounds seems to help children break the speech code. 

mouths randomly. We believe they are creating a kind of 
mouth-t~ound map, relating the movements of their speech Learning How to Mean 

articulators (their lips, tongue, mouth, and jaw) to the sounds Why do babies use odd words like gone and uh-oh, and why do 

they produce. We know babies play with their arms and legs, they start to fast-map names? We saw in the last chapter that 

moving them to and fro and watching in fascination. In much when babies are about eighteen months old, j u t  when they're 

the same way, they also seem to play with their mouths and learning to talk, they are also learning a great deal about the 

listen to the sounds they can produce. Babies will lie in their way objects can appear and disappear, about how they can me 

cribs all by themselves and play with sounds, squealing with tools, and about how objects fit into categories, and they're 

delight and producing ee's and a ' s  and ba's and ga's and even fascinated by all these problems. Alison suspected that these 

just raspberries for long stretches. By playing in this way, they changes in the way children solve problems might actually be 

learn how to make the sounds they hear us produce. They connected to their early words. A fascination with disappear- 

learn that to create a sound like ee, they have to raise their ante, and not the rituals of cereal eating, could account for 

tongue, whereas for ah they have to lower it. the otherwise mysterious prevalence of gone. 

Moreover, babies aren't just able to imitate us, they are HOW could you test the idea that these weird early words 

driven to do so. Babies love to copy adult sounds. Pat and were the result of the problems children were trying to solve? 

Andy found that when five-month-olds listen to a simple vowel YOU can visit a baby every few weeks and give him different 

like ee for fifteen minutes in the laboratory, they will coo back ' kinds of problems to solve. At the same time, you keep track 

with a vowel of their own that resembles the one they heard. of his new words. Alison and Andy founa out that babies start 
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to use gone within a week or two of the time they first solve 
the hardest keys-under-the-washcloth hiding problem, some- 
times a little before and sometimes a little after. The word for - 
disappearance and the concept of disappearance seem to 
emerge together. 

Just as gone is related to object disappearances, u h h  is re- 
lated to children's ability to use tools. Remember in the last 
chapter we talked about how babies learned to use a rake to 
get a faraway toy. Babies worked out how to use tools like that 
within a few weeks of the time they started to use words such 
as uhh,  just they solved disappearance problems at about 
the time that they first used gone. 

Naming turns out to be connected to understanding a - 

rather different aspect of the world. we saw in the last chapter 
that children learn about how objects fit into categories at 
about this age. They start to divide mixed-up groups of objects 
into several different piles, with a different kind of thing in 
each pile. Children start to do this at about the same time 
they begin to fast-map new words and to use lots of new 
names, When we visited babies once every few weeks, we-found . 
that just when they suddenly used a lot of new names, they 
also started to sort mixediup objects in a new way. Babies 
"get" the idea that everything has a name and that everything 
belongs in a category at the same time. So early words often 
appear at the same time children are solving relevant new 
problems. 

What's going on here? We think it's a bit like college, really. 
Think about the first time you learned about some new con- 
cept in a class like introductory physics. If you were really in- 
terested in the course, and not just in getting into medical 
school, you went to lectures and read the textbook, trying to 
understand how physics worked. As you studied, you came 
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across peculiar new words such as mtrw that at first you un- 
derstood only vaguely. On the other hand, you could see that ' 
they were relevant somehow to the physics problems you were 
trying' to work out Entropy had something to do with heat 
loss and something to do with disorder, though you couldn't 
quite tell what being cold and d&orderly had in common 
(aside fiom being characteristic of your dorm room, not to 
mention your boyfriend). Then one day there wds a magic 
moment when everything clicked; you "got" entropy. Part of 
getting it was really understanding the word and really being ' 

able to use it convincingly on the exam, but part of it also was 
really getting the idea, really getting the concept that brings 
heat and chaos together and being able to solve problems that 
require it. ("Briefly define . . ." and "Solve, show your work" - 
both are likely to appear on the exam.) You probably still 
didn't entirely get it, though, and you undoubtedly used the 
word in peculiar ways that revealed your continued ignorance 
to the godlike and omniscient TA's. 

Baby Henry's p seems about like the freshman's enw, 

but without test anxiety interfering. Henry was working on 
these baffling problems of appearance and disappearance and 
kept hearing the people around him say gone just as some 
peculiar disappearance took place. One fine day he "got" 
both the word and the concept of disappearance. * 

So babies' guesses about the meaning of their first words 
are informed by the other kinds of cognitive progress they've 
already made in infancy. Their ability to solve the Language 
problem is,+ely tied to the particular ideas they've already 
developed in solving the External World problem. The mech- 
anisms that drive children to make coherent sense of the 
world also lead them to pay attention to the words they hear 
and to learn how to use those words themselves. 

' 
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"Motherese" 
Grown-ups are the third component in the solution to the 
Language problem. We've mentioned that we sound positively 
silly when we talk to babies. If you listen to mothers talking to 
other grown-ups and then to their babies, you hear a strange 
shift in their voices. A mother says to a friend, "The traffic, it 
was awful, and I had to park and there was a delay and I didn't 
have change for the meter. . . ," droning on about the events 
of the day. Then, with hardly a pause, she turns to the baby 
in her arms and coos, "Hiiiiii, sweeeeetie. How's my baaaaby?" 
She swoops in with her voice and face. "Ooooh [tickling the 
baby's cheek], open up thooose eeeyes. Ooooh, you're sooooo 
cute. Can Mommy have a big, big smile? Mmmmm, give me 
big blue eeeeyes, toooo!" 

Anyone listening to a parent talking to a baby knows that 
this is definitely not a jobinterview voice. It's the voice of a 
playfbl, animated, warm, and practically giddy person tqtally 
absorbed in the little bundle in front of him or her. Out of 
context it sounds ridiculous. But put us in front of a baby and 
we all do it, mothers, fathers, grandparents, friends-even 
four-year-olds speak motherese to their baby brothers and sis- 
ters. (We have occasionally heard a macho, deepvoiced dad 
say, "I never talk baby talk, don't believe in it," and in the 
next breath turn to &e baby and say, in a voice a full octave 
higher, "Dooo I, sweetie? No, I dooon't talk baby talk to 
~ 0 0 0 0 u . ~ ~ )  

And babies love it. When you giie babies a choice of what 
to listen to, a kind of baby Nielsen rating, they choose to listen 
to mothers talking to infants over mothers talking to other 
adults. In these tests the babies sit in an infant seat, and slight 
turns of the head give them eightsecond sound bites of either 
a mother talking to a baby or that same mother talking to 
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another adult. Babies get to choose which tape to listen to 
simply by turning their heads in one direction or the other. 

The tests show that babies' preferences have nothing to do 
with the actual words mothers use. Babies choose motherese 
(or "parentese" Qr "caretakerese") even when the speaker is 
talking in a foreign language so infants can't understand the 
words, or when the words have been filtered out using com- 
puter techniques and only the pitch of the voice remains. A p  
parently they choose motherese not just because it's how their 
mother talk but because they like the way it sounds. Moth- 
erese is a sort of comfort language; it's like aural macaroni 
and cheese. Even grown-ups like it. Pat's graduate students 
discovered that listening to the lab tapes of motherese in a 
foreign language was a wonderful therapy for end-of-term 
stress. The mother's voice is an acoustic hook for the babies. 
It captures babies' attention and focuses it on the person who 
is talking to them. 

The elaborate techniques of computer voice analysis reveal 
exactly what it is we do when we talk to an infant. The pitch r: 
of our voice rises dramatically, sometimes by more than an 
octave; our intonation becomes very melodic and singsongy; 

: i and our speech slows down and has exaggerated, lengthened 
I vowels. 
E 

Motherese is a universal language. People across all cul- h 
tures do it when they talk to their infants, even though they 

/ usually aren't aware of doing it at all. When mothers listen 
+ to recordings of themselves producing motherese, the reac- 

tion is: That can't be me. I sound really stupid. Should I be 
doing that? But they do it intuitively, without conscious aware- 
ness. 

Why do we do it? Do we produce motherese simply to get 
the babies' attention? (It certainly does that.) Do we do it+ 
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just to convey affection and comfort? Or does motherese have 
a more focused purpose? It turns out that motherese is more 
than just a sweet siren song we use to draw our babies to us. 

Motherese seems to actually help babies solve the Language 
problem. 

Motherese sentences are shorter and simpler than sen- 
tences directed at adults. Moreover, grown-ups speaking to ba- 
bies often repeat t h ~  same thing over and over with slight 
variations. ('YOU are a pretty girl, aren't you? Aren't you a 
pretty girl? Pretty, pretty girl.") These characteristics of moth- 
erese may help children to figure out the words and grammar 
of their language. - 

But the clearest evidence that motherese helps babies learn 
comes from studies of the sounds of motherese. Recent studies 
show that the well-formed, elongated consonants and vowels 
of motherese are particularly clear examples of speech sounds. 
Mothers and other caregivers are teachers as well as lovers. 
Completely unconsciously they produce sounds more clearly 
and pronounce them more accurately when they talk to babies 
than when they talk to other adults. When mothers say the 
word bead to an adult, it's produced in a fraction of a second 
and it's a bit sloppy. But when mothers say that same word to 
their infants, it becomes beeeeeed, a well-produced, clearly artic- 
ulated word. This makes it easier for infants to map the sounds 
we use in language. 

In fact, adults may even adapt motherese to suit the char- 
acteristics of their particular language. Pat recently discovered 
that Swedish, Russian, and English mothers each make subtle, 
unconscious variations in the way they talk that are tailored to 
the particular language they use. Swedish motherese makes 
the vowels of Swedish sound much clearer than does ordinary 
Swedish speech to adults. Similarly, English motherese seems 
particularly well designed to make the vowels of English sound 
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I clear. The Swedish and English mothers provide the babies 
with just the range and variety of sounds they need to abstract 
the right prototypes for each language. This is a particularly 
important result &cause it makes it especially likely that ba- 
bies are taking advantage of motherese to learn the sounds of 
their language. If motherese were no more than a universally 
attractive and comforting set of sounds, it might not play 
much of a role in the details of what babies learn. But in 
addition it is exquisitely adapted to help babies solve the par- 
ticular problems of their particular language. That makes us 
think it must be having a real effect. 

Studying babies leads us to realize that, however effortless 
and instinctive our adult ability to speak may spem, it is actu- 
ally the outcome of a great deal of learning. There is nothing 
contradictory about saying this and saying that language also 
has an important innate component. In fact, the point is not 

; that language is the product of both nature and nurture, in- 
1 nate knowledge and learning. Rather, nature and nurture are 

inseparably intertwined. The innate endowments enable ba- 
! bies to use their powerful learning mechanisms to take advan- 

tage of the information they receive from grown-ups. The fact 
that babies can already make the right distinctions between 
sounds at birth enables them to reorganize and reshape those 
distinctions in light of what they hear their parents say. The 
fact that babies already organize their world, and are moti- 
vated to make sense of it in new ways, also motivates them to 
learn new words and shapes the meanings they give those 
words. 

Linguists sometimes use the term bootstrapping to describe 
this process. Babies take what they already know and use this 
as a basis to learn more: they pull themselves up by their own 
bootstraps. Although language learning is dierent  from 
scientific-theory formation in many ways, both kinds of learn- 
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ing involve this sort of bootstrapping: scientists also use their 
current theory as a basis to formulate new theories. As any- 
one who has actually helped a young child pull up real 
boots knows, a few tugs and nudges from grown-ups come in 
handy, too. 


